
Patrícia Carparelli (1980) was born and lives in São Paulo. She holds a degree in Architecture and Urbanism from the Faculty of Fine 
Arts of São Paulo and holds a postgraduate degree in Art Therapy at the Sedes Sapientiae Institute, making use of the technique in 
her works. Two of her works were exhibited in the XXXII Salon of Plastic Arts of Arceburgo and gained small silver medal and small 
bronze medal. Among her exhibitions are PONTES Arte / Formatto - São Paulo (2017) and 50 Artists – 2nd edition Art / Formatto - 
São Paulo (2016). 

AWARDS 
2018 - Silver medal in the watercolor modality in the 32 Salon of Plastic Arts of Arceburgo, Minas Gerais. 
2018 - Bronze medal in the contemporary modality in the 32 Salon of Plastic Arts of Arceburgo, Minas Gerais. 

COLLECTIVE EXHIBITIONS 
2018 - 32 Salão de Artes plásticas de Arceburgo, Instituto Histórico e Cultural Minas Gerais. 
2017 - PONTES, Arte/Formatto, São Paulo. 
2017 - Areaoito, São Paulo. 
2016  - Ateliê Braço Forte Contemporâneo, Galeria Ouro Fino, São Paulo. 
2016 - 50 Artistas – 2 edição Arte/Formatto, São Paulo. 

FORMATION  
1996 - Ceramic course with Suzy Bittencourt. 
1997 - Photography course at Brillamont International School, in Lausanne, Switzerland. 
1997 - Analog photography techniques at Brillamont International School in Lausanne, Switzerland. 
1995-2005 - Education in Architecture and Urbanism at the Faculty of Fine Arts of São Paulo, in 2004. 
1999 - Art History course at Scuola Linguaviva, Florence, Italy. 
1999 - Specialization in Art History at Renascentist period at Scuola Linguaviva, Florence, Italy. 
2015 - Creative process with Charles Watson, Instituto Tomie Ohtake, São Paulo.  
2015 - Painting accompaniment at Manuel Veiga’s atelier 
2016-2017 - Group research about techniques and contemporary artists with Rafael Vogt Maia Rosa. 
2016 - Improvement of naked drawing technique in the Museum of Modern Art of São Paulo with Dudi Maia Rosa. 
2016 - Watercolor Techniques in Dudi Maia Rosa’s Atelier. 
2017 - Art History course with Rodrigo Naves. 
2017 - Art Therapy postgraduate degree at the Sedes Sapientiae Institute. 
2017-2018 - Painting accompaniment with Dudi Maia Rosa. 
2018 - Project accompaniment with Camila Yunes. 



My creative process begins with a question regarding the importance of present-day consciousness, the connection 
between internal and external movement and the interconnection between people and colors. My research focuses on 
the relationship between “clinical" trials and various therapies, such as art therapy and the field of contemporary and 
modern art. I use meditation and breathing exercises as a resource, so that the presence of my expression is in the 
artwork: from inside I bring out to begin the first gestural process. I choose the base, the matter, the shapes and the 
colors. In watercolors I seek to restate the movements of the sea-glow through the fluidity of the water, the colors that 
form in the encounter between the sunlight and the water in a motion that leads me to a reflection upon the internal 
movements. Be non-static. Through this process of reflection, I began to search for more depth in the layers within the 
plane of the screen: front and bottom, dimensional and in the darker colors. Such reflections and studies on colors by 
modern and contemporary art have led me to oil painting. The use of this material requires a longer time for the paint 
to dry, the brushstrokes show fluidity and liveliness, forming a certain rhythm of painting and harmony between forms, 
movements and colors.  I use oil painting to build dreamlike landscapes, water movement, reflection, depth, where 
white space is also constituted. The structure of my painting is time.  The experimentation between the hours in 
silence in the atelier, I live the music that inhabits my body. Within a clinical and introspective field in art therapy, I 
began to work with clay, ceramics and glass where I present internal morphological forms and the three-dimensional 
vegetal nature: I named them moving ocean droplets. 
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